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Excited About Your Upcoming Trip?
So are Bed Bugs
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“You fall down onto your bed after an exhaustive
but enjoyable and memorable family vacation. You
lay your head on your pillow and let out a big sigh of

relief. The kids are asleep for the night, clothes
unpacked, and you have the day off tomorrow. Your
day is over, and all there is left to do is relax for the

evening. 
 

Now imagine… just as you begin to close your eyes,
you feel something faint begin to crawl down your
leg. Half asleep, you remove the blanket and see a

small bug trying to quickly hide himself. You pick it
up, squish it, and what is left is a flat bug and blood

on your fingers. Immediately you know exactly what
it is - a Bed Bug! Wide awake, your heart begins to

race. Blood pressure rises, you are in fight or flight. A
quick online search tells you to put everything in the
dryer, vacuum, and repeat. You rush to the nearest
box store to purchase every product they offer, all

the while knowing in the back of your mind it is too
late…”
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Unfortunately, the above scenario happens
 far too often and happens to too many people. But
getting bed bugs is preventable, and this guide will

walk you through traveling bed bug free.

I am going to let you in on a little secret of the bed
bug industry. The secret is this. Every hotel deals
with bed bugs. To reiterate. Every hotel, resort,

cruise, etc., deals with bed bugs. The only difference
is how quickly they are able to find and kill them.
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To give you one example, look at the 4 star hotel we
provide dog inspections and heat treatments for.

Upon our initial dog inspection, we found 11% of the
rooms had bed bugs in them.
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Table of Contents

3. After Your Vacation

You have just came home from your wonderful
vacation. Let's walk through what precautions you

should take as you unpack and settle into your
home.

2. Enjoying Your Vacation

You have just made the long car or plane ride.
Exhausted, but excited for what is to come. Let's

walk through the hotel room inspection together. 

Planning Your Vacation1.

Your vacation is planned. Itinerary is set.
Reservations are made. Let's walk through what you

can do to both enjoy your vacation, as well as be
prepared for any bed bugs you may find. 

Note: While this guide primarily refers to 'hotels' and 'vacations', the
same  recommendations apply to any of the following:

 People who travel for business
Traveling Nurses, Salesman, Circus Performers, etc.

 People who work in high risk professions
Nursing Homes, Hotels, Hospitals, Painters, etc. 

1.
a.

2.
a.
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Planning Your Vacation

Do they treat bed bugs in house, or hire a professional
company? If in house, Stay somewhere else
Which type of treatment do they use? Heat is the industry
standard for hotels treatments, while chemicals is often
used as a preventative
Do they have dog inspections and/or bed bug detection
traps?

  1. Pack as Little as Necessary
 

 Share suitcases
 Only bring the clothes, toys, etc., that you absolutely need
 Brings backpacks and suitcases that can be easily inspected
 

  2. Stay in a Reputable Hotel
 

Use a website such as www.bedbugreports.com to see any
reported sightings on the hotel you are staying in
Call the hotel, ask for management and ask these question

My Advice

The Behavior of Bed Bugs

Bed Bugs love moving from place to place unnoticed. They will do
anything they can to prevent you from seeing them! The way they

travel to your home will be inside of your suitcases, luggage, jackets,
and clothes. 

Did You Know? Bed bugs can be anywhere from 
1mm (the size of a penhead) to 

7mm long (the size of an apple seed)
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Planning Your Vacation

What to Buy

Bed Bug Travel Spray1.

There are many travel sized bed bug sprays that are used specifically
when traveling. Many use safe ingredients such as essential oils used

to deter bed bugs from your belongings.

2. Suitcase Protectors 

Remember, bed bug products can be dangerous if not used
properly. Always read the label and follow the instructions given.

There are zip-up bags specifically used for keeping bed bugs out of
your belongings while traveling. You can use these suitcase

protectors whenever suitcases or bags are not in use.
Note: Industrial grade trash bags will probably work just as well if

taken care of and can save you a little money.

3. Biodegradable Trash Bags

These bags can be found in many stores, such as Walmart and Amazon,
and are perfect to put your dirty clothes in during your vacation.

Pro Tip
Use suitcase protectors around your luggage
whenever traveling by airplane, bus, or train

The purpose of these biodegradable trash bags is so
your clothes can be put straight into the laundry when

returning from your vacation, bag and all!



Caution!
Just because your room is bed bug free, still be careful and take the

proper precautions! Bed bugs can be in rooms beside, above, or
below yours, and can move from room to room quickly.

Pro Tip
Have a flashlight or headlamp handy for your inspection. 

This will make sure your luggage is safe until the inspection is over

Remember
Bed Bugs invented the game hide and
seek, and they win a lot! Give them the
respect they deserve, and do not short

yourself on a thorough inspection.
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Before you settle into your hotel room, I would recommend a
thorough, 15-30 minute inspection. 

Enjoying Your Vacation

Inspecting Your Hotel Room

  1. Before the Hotel Room Inspection, leave luggage either:
 

- Inside of vehicle
- In the lobby / outside of hotel room
- Inside the hotel room bath tub



Basic Idea - Begin your inspection with the
bed, and work your way out from there!
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Inspecting Your Hotel Room
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  2. How to Inspect the Bed Properly
 

- Slowly remove bedding and pillows off the bed, and as you
do, look for and bed bugs trying to move to safety
- Bed Bugs love the cracks and crevices of the beds and box
springs, so make sure to use your flashlight and inspect
around each one. 
- Lift the mattress off and place against wall so the box spring
can be inspected. Look for any small white oval-shaped eggs
as well as blood stains
- Do not forget about the headboard! Look on both sides if
applicable

  3. What to Inspect after the Bed
 

- Check underneath, on the sides, and above the nightstand.
Lift up the night lamp and look underneath. Open the drawers
- Look in the cracks and underneath the chair. Open the
recliner if applicable
- Look underneath the desk, and around the desk chair. 
- Check the trim around the hotel room, paying especially
close attention to behind the bed
- Take down any pictures hanging and inspect behind them

Relax and take a deep breath. Your inspection is over. You may
now bring your belongings into the hotel room and get settled

in. My recommendation would be to leave your items on a
counter, table, or in the bath tub for the duration of your stay
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Enjoying Your VacationEnjoying Your Vacation

If for any reason you are suspicious of bed bug activity.
Call and request a new room immediately!

As you enjoy your vacation, it would be wise
to use the biodegradable trash bags and
suitcase protectors we discussed earlier!

If you find bed bugs and choose a different hotel room, ask the
property manager what rooms were last treated for bed bugs. You will

want to be far away from those rooms. And if you choose a different
hotel to stay at, I totally understand....

Have Fun!!



After Your Vacation
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You have pulled into the driveway and are ready to
go inside! Here is what should be inside your car.

- All of your dirty clothes are in biodegradable trash bags

- Your suitcases may still have clothes unworn

- Electronics, toys, books, food, gifts, etc.

My Advice

Think your untreated luggage and belongings are
safe in the garage? Think again!

Bed bugs can move up to 5 feet per minute. They
can go from one side (or floor) of the house to the

other in no time.

Every article of clothing needs to be ran through the dryer.
Turn the setting to 'High Heat' and run for 90 minutes.

Suitcases and backpacks should either (a) be ran through
the dryer if applicable (b) wiped down with rubbing alcohol

or (c) sprayed down with your traveling bed bug spray.

Items that cannot be dried need to be visually and thoroughly inspected.
Examples would be toys, electronics, shoes, purses. Each item can be
wiped down with rubbing alcohol and a rag before bringing inside.



In Closing
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Midwest Bed Bug Services is a locally owned pest control company
specializing in bed bug prevention and treatment. We are located in

Columbia, MO and Hannibal, MO, and serve the surrounding areas. What
we offer is an immediately effective, pressurized heat treatment with an

included 90-day warranty.

Thank you for taking the time to read through this
guide. It is the same steps I take whenever I travel,
and I feel comfortable and safe with it. It is what I

recommend to each of my clients, especially those
who travel for a living. 

I find that bed bugs can be very easy to prevent as
long as we are educated and know they are in

many places we frequently visit.

Nursing Homes. Family and Friend's Homes. At our
Work. Restaurants. Movie Theaters. And so on...

If there is anything you need explained further,
please do not hesitate to call. Call 573-406-8914,
and ask for Brandt Parker, and I will be happy to

help in any way that I can.


